Hello All,
Today, we were interested in the Dr. Browne’s powerpoint as we feasted on pizza and diet. We learned
about the official disease of zombieism, Ataxic Neurodegenerative Satiety Deficiency Syndrome.
Combining the Resident Zombie Experts (Breneiser, Briihl, Browne, and Whatley) the zombies reviewed
were taken from several movies. We went through the possible origins of introducing the Zombie infection to the
world including by comet, by voo doo, and by epidemic. In harmony with the Zombie Research Society and Brain
Awareness Week by the Society of Neuroscience- the powerpoint examines the parts of the brain responsible for
1.

-

The Zombie Walk

2.

-

The Zombie Grunt (Chant for Brains)

3.

-

The Poor Aiming abilities of the Zombie

4.

-

The Insatiable Hunger that Zombies go through

5.

-

The Levels of brain decay that occur in the Zombie stages

6.

-

The Unprovoked Rage of a Zombie

It incorporates Zombie MRI pictures. It compares data to hunger drive studies in rats and
raises the question of how zombies keep a healthy Body Mass Index. Each zombie is different in their
stages of decay and should be looked at on an individual basis.
Club
Events

Relay for Life Team Recruit
Please oh please sign up to join our team for Relay for Life. We get tent space depending on our number of team
members. You can join until the event but the window for getting a t-shirt is running out. At present we only have 5
members, which would leave us tent-less.

To sign up:
Go to our Psychology Club page within VSU
Click the bottom most link
Click Join.
Receive our telepathic thank-you
Relay for Life Theme
We will be going over the theme for our tent with Psi Chi the next Meeting after Spring break. See you there.

Upcoming
Events

Mar-26

Felicia Holliman --MSW program presentation

Apr-02

Joshua Waters----MFT program presentation
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